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Japanese contributions to the design activity on the shielding blanket module consisting of the separable
first wall and the shield block for ITER-FEAT are compiled. Temperature and stress distributions in
the first wall and the shield block are analyzed and evaluated with 2-D and 3-D models for steady state
and also for transient condition according to plasma ramp-up and ramp-down. While temperatures
and stresses in the first wall satisfy their allowable values, those in a front part of the shield block exceed
the allowable guideline. Based on this result, design improvements are suggested. Coolant flow and
pressure distributions along the complicated coolant channel in the shield block are preliminary
analyzed. Though heat removal is satisfactory in all coolant channels, back flows due to choking in
coolant collectors are found. Design improvements to avoid the choking are suggested.
Electromagnetic forces acting on blanket modules are analyzed with detailed 3-D models of solid
elements for different disruption scenarios. The maximum moment around radial axis is 136 MNm
on module #5 under fast upward VDE, and the maximum moment around vertical axis is 1.47 MNm on
module #1 under fast downward VDE. The supporting beam of the first wall with welded attachment
to the shield block is designed. Required welding thickness and support conditions to withstand
electromagnetic forces are estimated. Strength of the shield block at the region mating the flexible
cartridge is also estimated. Though the shield block surface attached by the flexible cartridge shows
sufficient strength, the internal thread mating the Inconel bolt would need more length. In addition,
water-to-water leak detection system in case main supply/return manifolds are located within the
vacuum vessel is designed. By using Kr as the tracer material, the possibility of water-to-water leak
detection and the concept of the detection system are shown. The design of the shielding blanket of
ITER-FEAT has been examined in more detail and improved based on above results.

Keywords: ITER, Shielding Blanket, Design, Separable First Wall, Shield Block, Thermo-mechanical
Analysis, Thermal-hydraulic Analysis, Electromagnetic Analysis, Structural Analysis,
Water-to-waiter Leak Detection
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1. Introduction

The design of the shielding blanket for ITER-FEAT has been modified to employ a first wall
separable from a shield block to reduce radioactive wastes in case of unexpected excessive
damage of the first wall and also to reduce the fabrication cost. The separable first wall is
mounted on the shield block as shown in Fig. -1. Both of the first wall and the shield block
are designed to incorporate many slots to decrease the eddy current, i.e. finally to decrease the
electromagnetic force acting on them, during plasma disruption. The dimensions of the
shielding blanket module are approximately 1.4-in-wide, 1.1I -in-high and 0.4 5-in-deep based
on the revisited segmentation shown in Fig. 1-2 [1].

FrotA access hole for Shield blok

remote- Shanlding tolne mouewtearbefrtwl

Blanket Modul Blanket~~ Drlldcolntcane

a) Throug otb)ITFcimdpln
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Four first wall panels are mounted on one shield block. The first wall panel is provided with
poloidal slots which penetrate the Be armor and the Cu-alloy heat sink dividing it into six
separate strips. The slots also pass through the SS backing plate except in its central part
where the toroidal inlet/outlet coolant collectors are located. Front access holes (mainly
circular hole of 30 mm in diameter) are also provided for remote handling tools to access the
blanket module mechanical, hydraulic and electrical connections to the vacuum vessel.

Coolant channels in the shield block are oriented in radial direction. By the insertion of a
guide tube into the radial channel, coaxial counter-flow returning at the bottom (rear in the
shield block) is formed in the individual channel as shown in Fig. 1-3. Coolant manifolds
and collectors connecting sections of the shield block are provided in its front region.

Fig. 1-3 Concept of the radial flow in the shield block

This report compiles Japanese contributions to the design activity on the shielding blanket
module consisting of the separable first wall, and the shield block for ITER-FEAT. In
Chapter 2, temperature and stress distributions in the first wall and the shield block are
analyzed and evaluated with 2-D and 3-D models for steady state and also for transient
condition according to plasma ramp-up and ramp-down. Coolant flow and pressure
distributions along the complicated coolant channel in the shield block are preliminarily
analyzed with a 3-D model in Chapter 3. Electromagnetic forces acting on blanket modules
are analyzed with detailed 3-D models of solid elements for different disruption scenarios in
Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the supporting beam of the first wall is designed with estimates of
stress at the fixing points, and stresses in the shield block at the region mating the flexible
cartridge are estimated. In addition, water-to-water leak detection system is designed, in
Chapter 6, in case main supply/return manifolds are located within the vacuum vessel.

- 2-
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2. Thermo-mechanical Analysis of First Wall and Shield Block

2.1 First wall

2.1.1 Analysis model and conditions

The separable first wall (FW) panel is about 350 mm in toroidal width and further stripped by
poloidal slotting into six strips of which toroidal width is about 50 mm each except for the
poloidally central part. At the poloidally central part, the depth of the slot is up to the bottom
of Cu-alloy heat sink. Thus only Be armor and Cu-alloy are castellated in this part and the
S5 backing plate remains unslotted to contain water coolant collectors. The pitch of SS
tubes embedded within the Cu-alloy heat sink is 24.2 mm in the basic configuration as shown
in Fig. 2-1. On the other hand, the pitch is 15 mm and SS tubes are put to one side in the
strip with the front access hole for remote handling, also as shown in Fig. 2-1, in order to
avoid their interference.

For thermo-mechanical analysis, a toroidal-radial cross-section of a strip of the first wall is
modeled. Sizes of two cross-sections and finite element models are shown in Figs. 2-1 and
2-2, respectively. ABAQUS version 5.8 is used as the analysis code with first order 4-node-
elements in thermal analysis and generalized plane strain elements (with free condition for the
bending and displacement in Z direction) in thermo-mechanical analysis. Temperature
dependent material properties are taken from the ITER Material Properties Handbook [2].
Irradiation effects on the material properties are not taken into account.

In steady state analysis, surface heat flux of 0.5 MW/in 2 and neutron flux of 0.78 MW/in 2 are
given to be constant. Coolant flow rate is 4 kg/s for one FW panel, thus 0.67 kg/s for one
strip. Thermal load conditions are shown in Table 2-1. Volumetric heating rates are
obtained by -D neutronic calculation, and considered uniform in the Be armor and in the Cu-
alloy heat sink because of low attenuation within relatively thin these materials while radial
attenuation in the thicker SS region is taken into account. Heat transfer coefficients in the
cooling channels are estimated by using Dittus-Boelter' s correlation. The stress free
temperature is set to the room temperature (20 0C). For transient thermal analysis, the heat
load evolution during one thermal cycle is considered as shown in Table 2-2.

2.1.2 Steady state analysis

Steady state thermal analysis is carried out to evaluate the temperature distribution before
transient analysis. Temperature distribution and temperature range in both FW strips are
shown in Fig. 2-3 and Table 2-3, respectively. Maximum temperatures are 269 0C at the top
of Be armor in the basic configuration and 304 C at the back of SS backing plate in the
configuration with the front access hole.

A structural analysis is carried out considering the temperature distribution of steady state.
Deformations of both fingers are shown in Fig. 2-4. The strip with basic configuration
symmetrically deforms. On the other hand, the strip with the front access hole deforms
asymmetrically as shown in the figure. Displacements at the corners are also noted in Fig. 2-
4. The stress distributions are shown in Figs. 2-5 through 2-8. The maximum Tresca
stresses with allowable values (3Sm) are summarized in Table 2-4. All the stresses satisfy

- 3-
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the allowable limits.

2.1.3 Transient analysis

Transient thermal analysis is carried out to evaluate the temperature distribution during one
thermal cycle assuming 400-sec-bum time followed by dwell time up to 1800 sec from the
start of plasma burn. Figure 2-9 shows the resulting transient temperature behavior plotted
up to 800 sec from the start of plasma bum. Temperatures in both FW strips reach steady
state within the bum time (400 sec). Temperatures of Be armor and Cu-alloy heat sink
follow the heat load evolution with a time constant less than 100 seconds. Temperature of
the SS backing plate in the strip with the front access hole spends about 300 seconds to reach
steady state. The maximum and minimum temperatures in Be, Cu-alloy and SS region are
naturally the same as those obtained in steady state analysis (see Table 2-3).

With respect to the stress transient, Fig. 2- 10 shows the calculated stress response on the basis
of the transient thermal analysis. As can be seen from the figure, overshooting of stresses,
especially in Be armor and SS backing plate is observed. However, the stresses satisfy the
acceptable criteria (3Sm) summarized in Table 2-4.

2.2 Shield block

2.2.1 Analysis model and conditions

The shield block consists of four forged sub-blocks welded together at their rear side.
Within one sub-block, two poloidal-radial slots (0. 16-in-deep) are machined to reduce EM
loads, i.e. one from the top and another from the bottom. For thermo-mechanical analysis,
one eighth of the shield block, i.e. one fourth of the sub-block, is modeled with holes for the
insertion of FW supporting beam and for front access of remote handling tools as shown in
Fig. 2-1 1. ABAQUS version 5.8 is used as the analysis code with four-node tetrahedron
elements.

In thermal analysis, nuclear heating rate distribution corresponding to the neutron flux of 0.78
MW/in 2at FW shown in Fig 2-12 is applied. For transient thermal analysis, the heat load
evolution during one thermal cycle was considered as shown in Table 2-5. Heat transfer
coefficients in coolant channels are shown in Table 2-6.

Temperature dependent material properties are taken from the ITER Material Properties
Handbook [2].

2.2.2 Stress due to coolant pressure

At first, a structural analysis is carried out for coolant pressure load. Von Mises stress
distribution is shown in Fig. 2-13. The maximum von Mises stress is 28 Mwa which is
significantly lower than the allowable stress 1 .5Sm (220 MPa).

- 4-
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2.2.3 Steady state analysis

Steady state thermal analysis is carried out to evaluate the temperature distribution before
transient analysis. Temperatures on the corners of the analysis model and temperature
distributions on the outer surface and internal cross-sections are shown in Table 2-7, and Figs.
2-14 and 2-15, respectively. The maximum temperature is 419 C at the corner of the sub-
block and satisfies the allowable limit (450 0C).

Thermal stress distributions on outer surface and internal cross-sections of the shield block
are shown in Figs. 2-16 and 2-17, respectively. The maximum von Mises stress is 450 MPa
at the plasma side edge of the front access hole. Since this maximum stress exceeds 3Sm, i.e.
348 MIPa at 325 C, more detail stress evaluation (including fatigue) and measures to reduce
the stress will be required.

2.2.4 Transient analysis

Transient thermal analysis was performed based on the heat load evolution shown in Table 2-
5. Temperature distribution at the end of burn time (at 430 sec from the start) is shown in
Fig. 2-18 and Table 2-8. Maximum temperature is 396 0C at the same location as in the
steady state analysis. Temperature responses at the location of A and B in Fig. 2-1 1 are
plotted in Fig. 2-19. Because of large heat capacity, temperatures in the shield block are still
rising and do not reach steady state.

Thermal stress distribution of the shield block at the end of burn time is shown in Fig. 2-20.
The maximum von Mises stress is 357 Mla at the same location as in the steady state analysis.
This maximum stress exceeds 35mn (339 MIPa at 348 0C). Therefore, detail stress evaluation
and measures to reduce the stress are necessary.

2.2.5 Discussion

Thermo-mechanical analyses are performed on the SS shield block. High thermal stresses
due to local high temperatures are resulted, especially on the corner surface and the edge of
the front access hole but not in the shield block. Since these stresses are peaked at the
surface and the edge, beveling of the corner and the edge will be effective to reduce these
stresses. Before that, decrease of the header cover plate thickness will be also effective to
reduce the stress and the temperature. Since the stress in the header cover plate due to
coolant pressure is far below the allowable value, the latter measure could be first conducted.

-5-
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Table 2-1 Thermal load and cooling conditions
Heat flux [MW/rn2] 0.5

Nuclear heating rate [MfW/rn 3]

Be armor 7.6

Cu-alloy (DSCu AL-25) heat sink 11.2

SS tube and backing plate 16.24 1e-0.01 3x*

Coolant

Temperature [C] 150

Velocity

Channel within Cu-alloy heat sink (10 mm in diameter) [m/s] 3.64

Channel within SS backing plate (24 mm in diameter) [m/s] 1.26

Pressure [Wa] 3

*= distance from first wall surface facing plasma [mm]

Table 2-2 Thermal load evolution

Time [s] Heat flux [MW/m 2 i Nuclear heating rate %

0 0.11 0

0 - 30 0.11I - 0. 5 (linear increase) 0 - 100 (linear increase)

30 -430 0.5 100

430 - 490 0.5 - 0 (linear decrease) 100 - 0 (linear decrease)

490 -1800 10 10

_______________ Table 2-3 Temperature range in FW strip s

Location Temperte range [0C] Allowable limit

_____________Basic configuration With front access hole [OCI

Be armor 269 -230 295 -259 _______

Cu-alloy heat sink 230 - 220 258 - 229 _________

SS tube 220 -178 229 -182 450

SS backing late 260 - 166 304 - 166 450

-6-
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__________ Table 2-4 Maximum Tresca stresses at steady state

________ocaionaxsTresscIa T[C m[pa S M' Loatin j ax.Tresc a T[C m[]a Ma
Basic Be title 133 230

configuration Cu-alloy heat sink 229 98 106 318
SS tube 185 186 143 429

SS backing plate 249 169 148 444
With front Be title 234 231
access hole Cu-alloy heat sink 107 201 112 336

SS tube 260 170 147 441
SS backing plate 286 177 146 438

Table 2-5 Heat load evolution
Time [s] Volumnetric heating rate %]

0 - 30 0 - 00 (linear increase)
30 - 430 100

430 - 490 100 - 0 (linear decrease)
490 - 1800 0

Table 2-6 Heat transfer coefficient
LocationRaSdeiuraceoottom surael header
Location Ra~~S di ura coolatthannelc Frontr

Heat transfer coefficient [W/M 2K 8310 _I 4910 [4480'

Table 2-7 Temperatures on the surface of shield block at steady state
Location* A B C II

Temperature 0C] 419 413 361 36
See Fig.2-1 1.

Table 2-8 Temperatures on the surface of the shield block at the end of burn time
Location* A I B C ELD 

Temperature [C] 396 392 351 3 57
*:See Fig. 2-1 1.

-7-
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Fig. 2-4 Deformation due to temperature distribution at steady state
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3. Thermal-hydraulic Analysis of Shield Block

The shield block includes a lot of concentric radial coolant channels and also long poloidal
and short toroidal channels to connect the radial channels. Thus, the internal configuration
due to the coolant routing of the shield block is complicated. To investigate the coolant
pressure loss, flow distribution and heat removal performance of the shield block, a detailed
3-D thermal-hydraulic analysis has been performed.

3.1 Analysis model and conditions

The mechanical configuration of the shield block module is shown in Fig. 3.1-1. One of
horizontal cross-sections of a toroidal half block is shown in Fig. 3.1-2. Since the coolant
routing is designed to divide the coolant flow into two toroidal half blocks, the 3-D analysis
model corresponding to one half block is generated. Isometric views and cross-sections of
the generated model are compiled in Figs. 3.1-3 through 3.1-30. The model devotedly
follows the design except for recesses at the back of the shield block. The recess to
accommodate to the external manifolds and the recess at the toroidal end are only included.
Since the lengths of radial channels strictly follow the design, the stainless steel structure is
thicker than the design in some back regions. The number of elements composing the analysis
model is 2,925,550 in total (about 1,340,000 and 1,590,000 for water and steel structure parts,
respectively). The computer code used for the analysis is STAR-CD ver. 3.1OA in which k-E
model is preliminary applied to solve the coolant turbulent flow

Table 3. 1-1 summarizes physical properties used in the analysis. Nuclear heating rates in the
structural material corresponding to the neutron wall loading of 0.78 MW/in 2 are listed in
Table 3.1-2. As for inlet coolant conditions, temperature 130 C, pressure 4 MPa and flow
rate 4.0 kg/s are given.

Table 3.1-1 Physical perties of coolant and structural material
Material Coolant Structure

H20* SS3 16L(N)-IG
Density [kg/m 3] 927.9 7914
Viscosity Pa-s] 6.864 x 1- 
Thermal conductivity W nK] 198.4 13.651 0.01434T
Specific heat [J/kg/K] J 4275 4.6549±+ 0.21045T + 8.6641xl10 7 T 2

*at 140 C, 4YM9a
T: temperature in C
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Table 3.1-2 Nuclear heating rates distribution in shield block (SS structure)

Distance from Nuclear heating rate
shield block surface [MW/rn 3]

[mm]
4 5.76
14 5.27
24 4.79
34 4.34
44 3.94
54 3.55
64 3.21
74 2.87
84 2.59
94 2.32
104 2.07
114 1.86
124 1.66
134 1.48
144 1.32
154 1.18
164 1.05
174 0.931
184 0.826
194 0.734
204 0.652
214 0.578
224 0.512
264 0.454
244 0.402
254 0.356
264 0.316
274 0.278
284 0.246

695.6 0.252
309 0.22

322.3 0.195
335.6 0.171
349 0.147

362.3 0.126
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Fig. 3.1-3 Isometric front view of analysis model
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Fig. 3.1-5 Isometric view of coolant Fig. 3.1-6 Isometric view of coolant
channels (module center side) channels(moduleedgeside)
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Fig. 3.1-7 Front view of analysis model
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Fig. 3.1-8 Plan view of analysis model
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Fig. 3.1-9 Radial channels and cut lines for cross-sections

Fig. 3.1-10 Section A-A of analysis model
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Fig. 3.1-11 Section B-B of analysis model

Fig. 3.1-12 Section C-C of analysis model
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Fig. 3.113 Secton D-D f analyis mode

Fig. 3.1-14 Section -E of analysis model
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Fig. 3.1-17 Section H-H of analysis model

Fig. 3.1-18 Section -I of analysis model
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zz

Fig. 3.1-19 Section VI-VI of analysis Fig. 3.1-20 Section V2-V2 of analysis
model model
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Fig. 3.1-21 Section V3-V3 of analysis F ig. 3.1-22 Section V4-V4 of analysis
model model
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Fig. 3.1-23 Section V5-V5 of analysis Fig. 3.1-24 Section V6-V6 of analysis
model model
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Fig. 3.1-25 Section V7-V7 of analysis Fig. 3.1-26 Section V8-V8 of analysis
model model
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Fig. 3.1-27 View B of analysis model Fig. 3.1-28 View A of analysis model
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Y 

Fig. 3.1-29 Section.K-K of analysis Fig. 3.1-30 Section J-J of analysis
model model
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3.2 Analysis results and discussions

3.2.1 Coolant velocity and flow distribution

Velocity profiles in the headers are shown in Figs. 3.2-1 and 3.2-2. Owing to baffle plates,
the coolant flows around well to distribute flow rates to radial channels. However, flow
rates (velocities) seem a little low at top and bottom regions (see Fig. 3.2-1), it would be
better for the baffle plates to be a little longer in order to supply more coolant flow to these
regions.

Table 3.2-1 and Fig. 3.2-3 show flow rates in radial direction in the inner tube of the radial
channel. As noted in the table, a plus sign I+ means the coolant flows into the header from
the radial channel and a minus sign '-' the coolant flows out of the header to the radial channel.
In Fig. 3.2-3, columns with black top are for flows out of the header (minus sign).
Backward flow occurs in many channels. This backward flow would be due to the non-
optimized baffle plate and an obstructed flow in the poloidal channel connecting the upper
and lower radial channels. Figures 3.2-4 through 3.2-9 show velocity vectors including the
obstructed parts. Figures 3.2-10 through 3.2-13 also show color contours of coolant velocity
including same parts. In the poloidal channel beside the holeforthe rst wal support eamn,
the coolant velocity becomes very high as 14-16 mi/s. The diameter of the poloidal channel
is 45 mm, thus the cross-sectional area is 1590 mm2 . However, at the location where the
poloidal channel is interfered by the inner tube of the radial channel, the flow area is very
small as about 190 MM2 , which can be seen as a small crescent in Figs. 3.1-13 and 3.1-15, and
thus causes high velocity.

To avoid or improve the flow obstruction in the poloidal channel, it is necessary to increase
the poloidal channel diameter and/or to decrease the outer diameter of the inner tube for the
concentric radial channel. Since little room is remained for enlarging the poloidal channel
diameter in terms of the internal configuration of the shield block, the reduction of the inner
tube diameter would be more realistic. However, even in this case, the effects of the inner
tube diameter on the improvement on the backward flows, flow velocities and pressure losses
should be carefully checked before its final decision.
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Table 3.2-1 Coolant flow rates at radial channels

_______ V8 IV7 [V6 IVS V4 [V3 I V2 VI
A 0.146 -0.0506 -0.185 -0.195 -0.247 -0.115 -0.194 -0.194

A2 -034 -0.0626 -0.140 0.154 -0.185 0.0141 -0.168 0.144
A3 022 0.0566 0.259 0.194 0.279 0.0489 0.248 0.187
B -0.0114 0.105 0.0966 0.204 0.0337 0.107 0.0465 0.200

B2 -0.276 0.104 -0.0210 0.316 -0.203 -0.0945 0.113 0.313
B3 -0.747 -0.384 -0.0889 0.510 -0.470 -0.309 -0.116 0.515
C -1.07 -0.0906 0.276 0.848 -1.03 0.104 0.282 0.964
D -1.39 ____ 1.78 -1.94 ____ 1.77
F 1.64 _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -1.56 1.52 _ _ __ _ _ __ -1.75

G 0.939 0.501 -0.517 -0.678 0.568 0.345 4.01 -1.07
G2 -4.01 0.330 -0.279 -0.316 0.345 0.219 -0.209 -0.533
G3 0.376 0.194 -0.173 -0.177 0.167 0.149 -0.0808 -0.196
H2 0.219 0.0667 -0.105 -0.109 0.106 0.107 0.112 0.105
H3 0.471 0.243 0.0532 -0.0772 0.100 0.0850 0.135 0.411
H4 -0.506 -0.159 -0.00129 0.0658 0.190 0.133 -0.0207 -0.239
1 -0.225 -0.0845 -0.129 4.01 -4.01 -0.0258 -0.267 -0.398

A2

F~~~Fo

direction
H4~~~~~~~
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Fig. 3.2-4 Velocity vectors (section K-K) Fig. 32-5 Velocity vectors (section J-J)
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Fig. 32-6 Velocity vectors (section V-Vi) Fig. 3.2-7 Velocity vectors (section V4-V4)
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Fig. 3.2-12 Velocity contour (front view B) Fig. 3.2-13 Velocity contour (front view A)

3.2.2 Pressure profile

Pressure profiles are shown in Figs. 3.2-14 through 3.2-17. Figure 3.2-16 and 3.2-17
correspond to the annular region of the concentric radial channel. Total pressure drop from
the inlet to the outlet of the shield block is 0.55 MWa. As seen from the figures, pressure
losses are fairly low except for the above-mentioned small flow area parts in the poloidal
channels. The pressure loss about 0.04-0.05 M~a is generated at each part. Since there are
eight similar parts, total pressure loss of these parts reach 0.3-0.4 MWa. If the outer diameter
(39 mm at present) of the inner tube for the radial channel can be reduced to 35 mm, 31 mm
or 27 mm, the flow area (190 mm2 at present) is increased to 260 mm 2, 370 mnm 2 or 490 MM2,
respectively. As, in these cases, the flow area is increased by a factor of 1.4, 1.9 or 2.6, the
pressure loss due to the eight parts would be reduced to 0.2 MNa, 0.1 MWa or 0.06 MWa,
respectively. Therefore, including pressure losses in other regions of the shield block, the
total pressure loss could be roughly estimated as 0.4 MNa, 0.3 Ivia or 0.25 MPa, respectively.
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Fig. 3.2-14 Pressure profile (section K-K) Fig. 3.2-15 Pressure profile (section J-J)
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Fig. 3.2-16 Pressure profile (front view B) Fig. 3.2 17 Pressure profile (front view A)

3.2.3 Temperature profile

The average outlet temperature of the coolant is 153 C while the inlet temperature is 130 C.
The outlet temperature is slightly over the design value, 148 C, due to thicker structural
materials in back region than the design and an uncertainty on the estimation of the inlet (the
outlet of the first wall) temperature. Figures 3.2-18 and 3.2-19 show coolant temperature
profiles. Though some hot spots up to 175 C are observed, they would be improved by the
modification to eliminate or reduce the flow obstruction in the poloidal channel and the
rearrangement of the baffle plate in the header.

Temperature profiles of SS3 16L(N)-JG structural material are shown in Figs. 3.2-18 through
3.2-20. High temperatures up to the maximum temperature, 428 C, are observed at the top
and bottom edge regions of the front side. When these high temperatures are found to be
unallowable, e.g., in terms of excessive thermal stress, they could be reduced by decreasing
the thickness of the header cover plate (currently 25 mm thick) and/or beveling the edge parts.
Temperatures in the back region are not so high even though some parts are thicker than the
design. It is because the nuclear heating rates are sufficiently low in the back region.
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Fig. 3.2-22 Temperature profile of structural material (module back view)
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3.3 Conclusions

A detailed 3-D thermal-hydraulic analysis of the shield block has been performed. From the
results of the analysis, the following conclusions are derived:

1) By the baffle plates arranged in the header, the coolant tends to flow into each radial
channel. However, further optimization of the baffle plates, especially on its length, is
necessary to supply the coolant flow to the radial channels near the module top and bottom.

2) There are many backward flows in the radial channels, and thus the flow distribution into
the radial channels is non-uniform. The flow obstruction in the poloidal channel by the
inner tube of the radial channel seems major cause of this flow distribution. The coolant
velocity in the smallest flow area interfered by the inner tube is 14-16 ms. The
improvement of this flow obstruction is required, e.g., by decreasing the inner tube
diameter.

3) Total pressure loss from the inlet to the outlet of the shield block is 0.55 MIwa. Since
about 5 5-75 % of the total pressure loss is caused by the flow obstruction in the poloidal
channel, the improvement of the flow obstruction will be effective to decrease the total
pressure loss.

4) The outlet temperature of the coolant is 153 C with the inlet temperature of 130 C.
Though some hot spots up to 175 C in the coolant are observed, the structural material,
SS31 6L(N)-IG are cooled well. The maximum temperature of the structural material is
428 C at the top/bottom edge region of the front side. This temperature could be reduced
by decreasing the thickness of the header cover plate and/or beveling the top/bottom edge
region.
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4. Electromagnetic Analysis of Shielding Blanket

4.1 Preliminary EM analysis using one module model

Electro-magnetic loads on FW and shield block are analyzed for centered disruption with 25 ms and 19
ms decay time. The latter case is assumed equivalent to the centered disruption including plasma
movement effect. For disruption time of 25 ins, effect of slits is studied for EM load on FW by
analyzing no slit and two slits cases in addition to standard five slits case.

4.1.1 Analysis conditions

4.1.1.1 Conditions for analysis of eddy current

Eddy current is analyzed by the method that base magnetic flux density applied on the FW or shield
block is changed to zero according to the assumned disruption time.

- Code: A-f 3D (A solid model code using boundary element method) [3]
- Base magnetic flux density [4]

Bp :1.7 T
Br 0 .22 T

- Mesh model:
Mesh model of FW and shield block are shown in Fig. 4.1-1 and Fig.- 4.1-2, respectively.
Boundary condition for the adjoining shield blocks is not taken into account in this analysis.

- Analysis case:
Four analysis cases are conducted for FW as shown in the next table.
Cas[ Disruption time ]Number of slis JComnments

1 0_ _ _ _ _ _ __

2 25 ms* 2 Excluding center and edge slits in Fig, 4. 1-1
3 _______5 Standard slits number
4 19 Ms** 5 Standard slits number

TWO anlss cases are conducted for shield block as shown in the next table.
Case Disruption time ]Number of slits Comments

I__ 25 ms* ]5 Standard slits number
2__ 19 ms** J 5 Standard slits number

*:assumned decay time for centered disruption
**equivalent decay time for centered disruption including plasma moving effect

-Electrical resistance__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Region ~~Resistance Qm Comments
1)Be ~~~~~8x I01'

2_ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _3.5 x I 0O9

3)SS ~~~~~~~~8.6x I 0--
4) Water ~~8x 101'

5) Slits 8xl101
6) Homogenized coolant and SS 1 .28x 10-6 Electrical resistance is volumetrically

region (see Fig. 4.1-2) _________averaged
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4.1.1.2 Conditions for analysis of electro-magnetic force

Electro-magnetic force is calculated by multiplyin the analyzed eddy current by the magnetic flux
density at center of an equatorial module, which is analyzed for condition of ITER ODR [5]. Here
Bp and Br are neglected because they are much less thant Bt as follows:

Bt: 8.851 T
Bp: 0.0273 T
Br 0.0381 T

4.1.2 Analysis results

Eddy current and EM force on FW and shield block are shown in Figs. 4.1-3 to 4.1-6. Analyzed
moments on FWand shield block are summarized in Table 4.1-1land Table 4.1-2, respectively. Mr is a
moment generated by change in Bp of 1.7 T, and Mp by change in Br of 0.22 T. Relation between the
moments on FW and number of slits is shown in Fig. 4.1-7. Mp is much reduced by slits, but Mr is
slightly changed. Concerning effect of disruption time, Mr and Mp on FW for 19 ms case are larger
about 30 percent than those for 25 ms case, and the increasing rate is nearly equal to decreasin rate of
disruption time. However, as for shield block, increasing rate of Mr and Mp is less tha decreasing
rate of disruption time.

Table 4.1-1 Moment induced on FW (Solid model)

Case Disruption time [Number of slits Mr Moment

_I L___ Mr ~~~~~MP
1 0 10.3 kNm 51.lkNm
2 25 ms 2 7.79 kNm 9.88 kNm
3 _______5 5.89 kNm 3.25 kNm.
4 19 Ms 5 7.64 kNm 4.24 kNm

Ratio of moment M(-IM~ 3 1.30 1.30

Mr due to ABp of1.7 T Mp due to ABr of 0.22 T.
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Table 4.1-2 Moment induced on shield block (Solid model)

Case Disruption time Moment
Mr MP

1 25 Ms 0.69 MNm 0.64 MNm
2 19 Ms 0.84MINm 0.74 MNm

Ratio of moment Mc.,2" 1.22 1.16

Mr due to ABp of1.7 T Mp due to ABr of 0.22 T.

Edge of FW leg~:
Fig. 4.1-1 Mesh model of the FW
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4.2 Centered disruption (CD)

42.1 One sector model with 17 module model

4.2.1.1 MTR-FEAT blanket modules and magnet system

Thel17-fold segmnentation of the shield modules in the poloidal direction is shown in Fig 4.2.1-1. The
inboard module on the equatorial plane (modules #2-#5 counting clockwise from inboard-down to
outboard) is about 1.3 mn in width, about 1.m in height and 0.45 mn in depth as shown in Fig. 4.2.1-2.
Fig. 4.2.1-3 shows the cross section of the shield block with many coolant channels in radial direction.
The magnet system layout is shown in Fig. 4.2.1-4 and the specifications of TF and PF coils are listed in
Tables 4.2. 1-1 and 4.2.1-2.

Simulation analysis on the behaviors of plasma cur-rent and plasma movement during the centered
disruption are performed for the case with fast current decay time, 27 ins, categorized as CD II [6]. 
the CD II, plasma moves upward first during the disruption. The plasma current of 15 MA is kept
constant during 10 ms as shown in Fig. 4.2.1-5 and increases up to 15.7 MA at 11 Ms due to thermal
quench. Then current quench occurs immediately and the plasma current decreases to 0 A at 3 8.5 ins.
The plasma current densities during CD II are shown in Figs. 4.2.1-6 to 4.2.1-9. The plasma center
position moves as shown in Figs. 4.2.1- 10 and 4.2. 1-1 1.

4.2.1.2 Analysis method

Eddy currents of 17 blanket modules in the poloidal cross section are analyzed by taking into account
plasma movement during the disruption. Nine degrees for the blankets and vacuum vessel (V) in
toroidal direction is modeled in this analysis. EM analysis code used in the analysis is a solid element
code, EM Solution [7] of Science Solutions International Lab., Inc.

Modeling of EM analysis is as follows:
a FW is neglected because the EM force in FW is much smaller than that of shield block
b. The area of 9 degrees in toroidal direction is analyzed. The inboard blankets are modeled for half

a module and outboard blankets modeled for a full module, as shown in Fig. 4.2. 1-12 and 4.2.1-13.
c. The recess for branch pipe, flexible support and keys at rear surface of the shield block is

considered in the blanket models. Detailed meshes are used for the blanket modules from #4 to
#6 in order to calculate the correct eddy current due to plasma upward movement . Typical
models are showni Fig. 4.2.1-14 and 4.2.1-15 for inboand Fig. 4.2.1-16 for outboard modules.

d. Coolin channel region in the shield block is modeled as homogenous elements with equivalent
electrical conductivity. Though the equivalent electrical conductivity has the dependence on the
direction, as shown in Fig. 4.2.1-17, the ratio of 0.616 for the S8 conductivity is used as the
equivalent electrical conductivity for all directions. The equivalent electrical resistivity used in the
analysis is 0.88gtQm/0.616 = 1.43 jsQmn.

e. Ribs of VV are neglected because no eddy current flows in the poloidal direction.
f Halo current is not included in the analysis.
g. Vacuum vessel is also modeled by solid elements.

In the EM analysis, plasma current is assumed to keep 15 MA until I ms without increasing the plasma
current due to thermal quench, and to decrease from 15 MA at 11I ms toO0 MA at 38.5 mns (see Fig. 4.2. 1-
5). Movement of plasma current is simulated in the calculation model using current change of 7
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meshes in the Rdirection and 4 meshes in the Zdirection.

4.2.1.3 Analysis results

Magnetic flux density distributions are shown in Figs. 4.2.1-18 to 4.2.1-21 and eddy current
distributions in Figs. 4.2.1-22 to 4.2.1-32. Total eddy cur-rent in the VV in toroidal direction is about 15
MA at the end of current quench, and this corresponds to 97 %/ of that of the initial plasma current.

Moments induced in shield blankets during the disruption ar shown in Tables 4.2.1-3 and 4.2.1-4.
These moments ar calculated for the rear surface center of shield block Figs. 4.2.1-33 and 4.2.1-34
show the time history of moment around radial axis (Mr) and moment around vertical axis (Mp) on
modules, respectively. Figs. 4.2.1-35 and 4.2.1-36 show the poloidal distribution of Mr and Mp on
modules. The radial moment Mr on modules #3 and #4 exceed MNm, at 16.5 ins. The vertical
moment Mp on module #5 also exceeds 1 MNm at 16.5 ins. The maximum moment on each
blanket module during the centered disruption is shown in Fig. 4.2.1-37. The maximum moments of
both Mr and Mp do not occur at the end of disruption but at 16.5 ins f-rm the start of the current quench.
The reason for that is considered to be the plasma movement effect which causes the high magnetic flux
density change.

Table 4.2.1-1 Parameters for TF and CS coils

TF coil CS coil
Cential End
modules modules

Overall weight (inluding structures) (t) 290 x 18 840
Coil current (MA) 9.13 24.2 21.9
Number of tuins per TF coil / CS module:
Radial 12 13 13
Toroidal / Vertical 14 42 38
Total 144 538 486__

Conductor unit length (in)828817

Turn voltage (V) 3. 86 2.
Ground/Tenminal voltage (V) in normal 5/5 51
operation (two coils series)

1Number of current lead pairs 9_____ __ 6___
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Table 4.2.1-2 Position, current and magnetic field of CS and PF coils

Coil IcA AR A Number Imax I at EOB Bmax Bmax

CSU3 1.677 4.974 0.765 1.789 48 19 -1.52 13.5 .12.8-
CSU2 1.677 3.041 0.765 1.977 538 24.2 -20.05 13.5 12.8

CS1 1.677 1.014 0.765 1.977 538 24.2 -23.90 13.5 12.8
CSLI 1.677 -1.014 0.765 1.977 538 24.2 -23.90 13.5 12.8
CSL2 1.677 -3.041 0.765 1.977 538 24.2 -17.92 13.5 12.8
CSL3 l.677 -4.974 0.765 1.789 486 21.9 -0.53 13.5 12.8
PFI 3.880 7.584 1.027 0.974 270 12.2 1.4 6.0 6.0
PP2 8.338 6.509 0.703 0.472 94 4.2 -1.94 5.0 5.0
PF3 12.014 3.055 0.820 1.262 220 8.7 -6.74 5.0 5.0
PF4 11.955 -2.465 0.703 1.119 164.5 6.3 -4.92 5.0 5.0
PF5 8.396 -6.748 0.820 0.945 220 9.9 -7.62 5.0 5.0
PF6 4.273 -7.559 1.813] 0.852 416.5 181.7 1l5.00O 6.0 6.0

Table 4.2.1-3 Moment Mr (kNm) on shield block for centered disruption LI
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 ins)

ModuleNo.I 5.5 (nis) [ 11 (ms) I16.5 (ms) ]22 (ms) I27.5 (ms) Max
1 -238.1 -645.7 -480.5 -205.6 -85.1 -645.7
2 -294.3 -835.4 -756.5 -331.2 -130.5 -835.4
3 -286.1 -842.9 -1059.2 -520.1 -213.8 -1059.2
4 -153.3 -505.6 -1021.3 -708.5 -343.6 -1021.3
5 -10.5 -29.6 -462.6 -828.4 -563.7 -828.4
6 39.5 255.4 233.3 -575.9 -788.5 -788.5
7 28.4 231.6 377.5 -240.9 -701.2 -701.2
8 19.2 221.6 385.4 -204.6 -683.6 -683.6
9 0.7 110.3 101.6 -245.8 -303.4 -303.4
10 -69.4 5.0 -140.3 -355.8 -239.4 -355.8
I1 -126.7 -105.0 -232.5 -215.2 -114.1 -232.5
12 -191.1 -180.0 -280.4 -185.9 -88.5 -280.4
13 -191.8 -190.9 -241.0 -134.7 -59.4 -241.0
14 -375.5 -416.3 -441.1 -230.9 -102.2 -441.1
15 -293.3 -358.4 -309.4 -138.4 -52.4 -358.4
16 -267.4 -399.2 -307.4 -138.8 -57.7 -399.2
17 -182.1 -338.8 -219.3 -81.9 -26.2 -338.8
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Table 4.2.1-4 Moment Mp (kNm) on shield block for centered disruption HI
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 rns)

Mocde No. 55(n) I (rs 27.5 (rss) Max
1 99.4 250.6 134.3 55.4 18.3 250.6
2 -60.0 -220.6 -524.8 -470.8 -380.4 -524.8
3 84.1 250.1 -88.5 -220.6 -198.7 250.1
4 180.5 592.8 627.6 131.6 -14.6 627.6
5 124.7 548.1 1119.4 546.4 103.6 1119.4
6 14.5 120.9 534.6 662.5 277.5 662.5
7 1.5 74.0 217.1 135.4 -160.5 217.1
8 -9.8 69.1 106.1 -157.4 -269.2 -269.2
9 -32.6 -43.2 -161.1 -223.5 -78.0 -223.5
10 -112.7 -215.6 -400.6 -204.3 -49.4 -400.6
1 1 -75.6 -118.6 -141.7 -53.2 -25.9 -141.7
12 -74.8 -106.5 -99.2 -39.4 -21.3 -106.5
13 10.6 -5.0 30.2 36.9 26.9 36.9
14 -58.9 -133.0 -71.5 -20.7 -4.3 -133.0
15 72.9 51.0 92.8 84.6 74.6 92.8
16 93.8 82.3 126.7 122.8 113.4 126.7
17 3.7 -72.2 -20.2 20.6 36.5 -72.2

Fig. 4.2.1-1 Blanket module segmentation
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Fig. 4.2.1-5 Plasma current evolution during CD II (Starting current quench is 11 Irns)
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Fig. 42.1-6 Plasma current density before thermal quench under CDII
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Fig. 4.2.1-7 Plasma current density just after thermal quench under CDHI
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Fig. 4.2.1-8 Plasma current density at 16.5 ms during current quench under CDII
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Fig. 4.2.1-9 Plasma current density at 22 ms during current quench under CDII
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Fig. 4.2.1-11 Plasma position Zp under CDII (Starting current quench is 11 Irns)
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Fig. 4.2.1-14 Mesh model of module #1
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Fig. 4.116 Mesh model of outboard module #15
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Fig. 42.1-19 Magnetic field due to eddy current at the end of disruption under CDH
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Fig. 4.2.1-28 Eddy current distribution on horizontal cross section 4 of module #5
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 ins)
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Fig. 4.2.1-29 Eddy current distribution on vertical cross section 1 of module #5
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 rns)
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Fig. 4.2.1-32 Eddy current distribution on vertical cross section 4 of module #5
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 ins)
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4.2.2 One sector model with fine mesh model of module #5

A very fine solid mesh model of module ff5 including rough vacuum vessel model has been developed
to confirm the validity of coarse mesh model using equivalent material properties described in section
4.2. 1. The Module #5 has the maximum EM torque Mp under CDII of 27 ms decay time, and has
been selected in this analysis. The cooling tubes in the FW and shield block are precisely modeled.

4.2.2.1 Analysis method

Eddy current of module #45 is analyzed by using same solid element code EMSolution as that used in
section 4.2. 1. FW and the shield block of module #5 are modeled by detailed meshes as shown in Fig.
4.2.2-1. Two adjoining modules #4 and #6 are also included in this model in order to consider the
effect of their eddy current. The modules #4 and #6 are modeled as boxes with wall thickness of 25
mm. The coolant channels for FW and shield block of module #5 are completely modeled as square
tube with the same cross sectional area (see Fig. 4.2.2-2). Be tiles on FW is neglected because of small
EM load, resulting from a lot of slits of Be tiles. Electrical resistances of the materials are as follows:

Region Resistance (Q-mn Notes
1) Be 8x IO01 Equivalent value including slits effect
2) DSCu 3.3x 10-8_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

3)SS 8.8x 10-7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The plasma current is kept under constant current of 15 MA during 10 ins, and then increases up to 15.7
MA at1ins. And then it decreases down to0A at 38.5mis. In the EM analysis, plasma current is
assumed to keep 15 MA until 1 ms without increasin the plasma current due to thermal quench, and to
decrease from 15 MA at 11I ms toO0 MA at 38.5 ms (see Fig. 4.2.1-5).

4.2.2.2 Analysis results

Comparison of the moment for the fine mesh model with that for the 17-blanket model is shown in
Table 4.2.2-1 and Fig. 4.2.2-3. Though the maximum moment Mr of the fine mesh model is slightly
larger than that of the 17-blanket model, there is a good agreement between the two calculation results.
It is concluded that the course mesh model using the equivalent resistivities can be applicable to
calculate the EM loads on all modules under the CD and VDE.

Table 4.2.2-1 Comparison of EM load on module #5 under centered disruption II between fine
mesh model and one sector model (Starting current quench is shown as 0 ins)

_______ _______ 1 5.5 (j) 1 1(ms) 16.5 (s) 22 (ms) [ 27.5 (s)] Max
Mr (kNm) Fine mesh -29.8 -57.9 -602.5 -978.1 -545.4 -978.1

________One sector -10.5 -29.6 -462.6 -828.4 -563.7 -828.4
Mvz (kNm) Fine mesh 121.3 518.2 1038.3 442.4 107.7 1038.3

_______One sector jj124.7 548.1 1119.4 546.4 103.6 1119.4
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Fig. 4.2.2-3 Comparison of moment on module #5 under CDII between fine mesh model and one
sector model (Starting current quench is shown as 0 ins)

4.3 Fast downward VDIE (VDE/F-D)

4.3.1 Analysis method

43.1.1 Model of plasma movement

The plasma current of the fast downward VDE 111(VDE/F-DIII) is shown in Fig. 4.3-1. According to
the disruption scenario, the plasma starts to move downward, and then thermal quench occurs at 411 ins.
The plasma current increases from 13.8 MA up to 15.7 MA at 414 ins due to thermal quench. The
plasma current decreases to 0 MA at 441 ins. The plasma current densities during VDE/F-DIII are
shown in Figs. 4.3-2 to 4.3-5. The plasma center position moves as shown inFigs. 4.3-6 and 4.3-7.

In the EM analysis, the plasma current change and movement before the current quench are not taken
into account. Intial plasma current in the analysis isl15.7 MAat 414misjust after thermal quench and
decreases toO0 MA at 441 ins, resulting in the neglect of eddy current on the modules during the thermal
quench. The plasma movement is simulated using the filament current change in the plasma area.

4.3.1.2 Mesh model

Mesh models for the fast downward VDE are shown in Figs. 4.3-8 to 4.3-13. Seventeen blankets in the
poloidal cross section are modeled by the solid meshes basically same as the model for the centered
disruption. Some detail meshes are used for the blanket modules from #1I to #3 in this analysis in order
to calculate the correct eddy current due to plasma downward movement (see Fig. 4.3- 10 and 4.3-1 1).
The recess for the branch pipes and electrical straps has been modeled in the back of all modules. The
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recess for cooling manifolds and key has also modeled in detail meshes of modules #1I to #3.

4.3.2 Analysis results

Magnetic flux density distributions are shown in Figs. 4.3-14 and 4.3-15 and eddy current distributions
are shown in Figs. 4.3-16 to 4.3-26. Toroidal component of eddy current flowing in the VY is about
15 MA in total at the end of current quench, and this corresponds to about 95% of initial plasma current.

Moments induced in the shield blankets are shown in Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3-2. Figs. 4.3-27and 4.3-28
show the time history of moment Mr and Mp on the modules, respectively. Figs. 4.3-29 and 4.3-30
show the poloidal distribution of Mr and Mp on modules. The maximum moment of each blanket
module is shown inFig. 4.3-31. Both moment ofMr and Mp are the largest in module #1at the end of
the disruption, the values of the moments are 970 Wn and 1470 kWm, respectively. Non-linear
plasma current decay at the end of cur-rent quench as shown in Fig. 4.3-1 produces the higher moment
comparing with linear decay Maximum moment Mp for the linear current decay will be smaller than
the calculated value of 1470 Wn.

Table 4.3-1 Moment Mr (kNm) on shield block for VDEIF-DII
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 ins)

Module f m ms 9s l8sim jlms 2ms f24mis 27mis ]Max
1 -197 -287 -379 -646 -763 -832 -932 -968 -892 -968
2 -418 -597 -692 -774 -814 -805 -658 -589 -517 -814
3 -538 -767 -845 -709 -648 -593 -421 -338 -281 -845
4 -414 -593 -645 -478 -399 -347 -239 -185 -150 -645
5 -222 -323 -355 -258 -210 -180 -126 -981 -80 -355
6 -94 -141 -158 -119 -98 -85 -62 -49 -41 -158
7 -41 -64 -75 -60 -51 -45 -35 -29 -25 -75
8 -36 -57 -68 -56 -48 -43 -34 -28 -24 -68
9 -31 -46 -51 -37 -30 -25 -18 -14 -11 -51
10 -65 -96 -107 -79 -64 -54 -38 -30 -24 -107
11 -68 -100 -112 -82 -67 -56 -39 -30 -24 -112
12 -85 -127 -142 -106 -87 -74 -52 -39 -31 -142
13 -87 -129 -143 -108 -90 -77 -53 -40 -32 -143
14 -192 -287 -325 -262 -229 -204 -145 -112 -90 -325
15 -178 -259 -291 -261 -247 -229 -162 -128 -104 -291
16 -170, -248 ,-295 ,-349 -376 -375 ,-296 ,-258 ,-223 -376
17 -100 -145 -192 -335 -393 -422 -455 -460 -411 -460
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Table 4.3-2 Moment Mp (kNm) on shield block for VDE/F-DI
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 ns)

No. 3mrs 6ms 9mrs 12 ms i5 ms l 8ms 2n24 ms 7rs Max

1 -90 -152 -148 124 288 470 979 1324 14691 1469
2 -237 -398 -486 -327 -226 -135 39 168 2381 -486
3 22 33 66 219 333 415 428 448 452 452
4 199 321 408 426 451 465 425 403 382 465
5 167 272 343 327 325 322 291 272 255 343
6 85 144 186 180 179 177 163 152 144 186
7 1 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 3
8 -20 -36 -49 -49 -49 -50 -47 -45 -43 -50
9 -20 -34 -43 -41 -40 -39 -36 -34 -32 -43
10 -30 -51 -66 -63 -63 -63 -58 -56 -53 -66
I1 -17 -29 -38 -38 -39 -39 -36 -34 -32 -39
12 -23 -38 -48 -46 -47 -47 -43 -41 -39 -48
13 -3 -3 -5 -9 -14 -16 -16 -16 -16 -16
14 -63 -102 -131 -151 -172 -188 -179 -175 -171 -188
15 23 34 34 -9 -38 -59 -67 -73 -76 -76
16 49 83 97 28 -19 -57 -104 -142 -161 -161
17 391 681 701 -41 -104 -1821 -436 -603 -66 -6681

~18 7

14 ~ ~ ~ -'----~Ip used for EN'1 analysis b

12 -----

4 

2

0 -

410 420 430 440 4501

Time (ins)

Fig. 4.3-1 Plasma current under VDE/F-DIH (Starting current quench is 414 ins)
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Fig. 4.3-2 Plasma current density before thermal quench under VDE/F-DII
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Fig. 43-3 Plasma current density just after thermal quench under VDE/F-DIII
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Fig. 4.3-4 Plasma current density at 18 ms during current quench under VDEJF-DIII
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Fig. 4.3-5 Plasma current density at 21 ms during current quench under VDE/F-DJI
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Fig. 43-6 Plasma position Rp under VDE/F-DII (Starting current quench 1 414 ns)
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Fig. 43-7 Plasma position Zp under VDEAF-DHII (Starting current quench is 414 ins)
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Fig. 4.3-8 Mesh model of VDE/F-D (Vertical cross section)

Fig. 4.3-9 Mesh model of VDE/F-D (Side view)
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Fig. 4.3-10 Mesh model of module #1
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Fig. 4.3-12 Mesh model of inboard module except module #3
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Fig 4.3-13 Mesh model of outboard module #15
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Fig. 43-14 Magnetic field due to plasma at the start of current quench under VDEIF-DBJ
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Fig. 43-15 Magnetic field due to eddy current at the end of current quench under VDE/F-DMI
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Fig. 4.3-16 Eddy current distribution on VV at the end of current quench under VDEIF-DII
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Fig. 43-18 Eddy current distribution on horizontal cross -section of module #1
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Fig. 4.3-19 Eddy current distribution on horizontal cross -section 2 of module #1
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Fig. 4.3-20 Eddy current distribution on horizontal cross'-section 3 of module #1
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Fig. 4.3-21 Eddy current distribution on horizontal cross -section 4 of module #1
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Fig. 4.3-22 Eddy current distribution on horizontal cross -section 5 of module #1
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Fig. 43-23 Eddy current distribution on vertical cross -section 3 of module #1
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Fig. 4.3-24 Eddy current distribution on vertical cross -section 4 of module #1
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Fig. 43-25 Eddy current distribution on vertical cross.- section 3 of module Ml
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Fig. 4-3-26 Eddy current distribution on vertical cross -section 4 of module #1
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Fig. 4.3-27 Moment Mr on modules under VDE/F-DII as a function of time
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 ins)
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Fig. 4.3-28 Moment Mp on modules under VDE/F-DIII as a function of time
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 ins)
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Fig. 4.3-29 Moment Mr on modules under VDE/F-DIT
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 mns)
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Fig. 4.3-30 Moment Mp on modules under VDE/F-DII
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Fig. 4.3-31 Maximum moment on modules under VDE/F-DIII
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4.4 Fast upward VDE (VDE/F-U)

4.4.1 Analysis method

4.4.1.1 Model of plasma movement

The plasma current of the fast upward VDE Ill(VDE/F-UIII)is shown in Fig. 4.4-1. According to the
disruption scenario, the plasma starts to move upward, and then thermal quench occurs at 525 ins. The
plasma current increases from 14.9 MA up to 17.3 MA at 528 ins due to thennal quench. The plasma
current decreases to 0 MA at 555 ins. The plasma current densities during VDE/F-UIII are shown in
Figs. 4.4-2 to 4.4-5. The plasma center position moves as shown in Figs. 4.4-6 and 4.4-7.

In the EM analysis, the plasma current change and movement during thermal and current quench are
taken into account. Initial plasma current in the analysis is 14.9 MA at 525 ms before the thermal
quench. The plasma movement is simulated using the filament current change in the plasma area.

4.4.1.2 Mesh model

Seventeen blankets in the poloidal cross section are modeled by the solid meshes same as the model for
the centered disruption, as shown in Figs. 4.2. 1-12 to 4.2. 1-16. Some detail mashes are used for the
blanket modules from #4 to #6 in this analysis in order to calculate the correct eddy current due to
plasma upward movement.

4.4.2 Analysis results

Figure 4.4-8 shows magnetic flux density distribution due to eddy current at the end of current quench.
Eddy cur-rent distribution in module #5 is shown in Fig. 4.4-9. EM force distribution on modules is
shown in Fig. 4.4- 10.

Moments iduced inthe shield blankets are shown in Tables 4.4-1land 4.4-2. Figures 4.4-lland 4.4-
12 show the time history of moment Mr and Mp on the modules, respectively. Figures 4.4-13 and 4.4-
14 show the poloidal distribution of Mr and Mp on modules. The maximum moment of each blanket
module is shown in Fig. 4.4-15. Both moment of Mr and Mp are the largest at the end of current
quench. The maximum moment Mr is 1360 kNm on module #5, and the maximum moment Mp is
660 kNm on module #6. Non-linear plasma current decay at the end of current quench as shown in
Fig. 4.4-1 produces the higher moment comparing with linear decay Maximum moment for the linear
current decay will be smaller than the calculated value.
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Table 4.4-1 Moment Mr (kNm) on shield block for VDE/F-UJIII
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 ins)

No. Omns 6ins 9 Ms 12 mns l8mis 24is 27 ms max

1 761 -251 -416 -379 -405 -256 -226 761
2 1001 -323 -554 -626 -681 -457 -410 1001
3 985 -330 -576 -825 -1005 -821 -768 -1005
4 551 -215 -360 -611 -798 -1019 -1014 -1019
5 4271 -120 -223 -379 -542 -1302 -1361 -13611
6 427 -30 -104 -169 -271 -1090 -1165 -1165
7 262 -3 -49 -80 -140 -699 -765 -765
8 153 -22 -55 -79 -130 -653 -729 -729
9 -16 -46 -52 -62 -92 -404 -427 -427
10 -238 -125 -114 -134 -173 -522 -555 -555
1 -245 -130 -117 -146 -179 -346 -362 -362

12 -226 -151 -145 -190 -230 -291 -294 -294
1 3 -126 -124 -129 -169 -202 -195 -189 -202
14 -42 -191 -229 -290 -342 -276 -259 -342
15 128 -128 -178 -206 -227 -155 -139 -227
16 251 -124 -192 -201 -210 -136 -120 251
17 1 290 -121 1 -1781 -161 1 -150 -87 -75 2901

Table 4.4-2 Moment Mp (kNm) on shield block for VDE/F-UIJI
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 ins)

NO. Gins 6 Ms 9ins 12 ins l8mis 24mis 27is Max__

1 -236 80 125 90 57 10 -2 -236
2 181 4 -74 -237 -458 -528 -552 -552
3 -200 -18 30 -84 -227 -536 -622 -622
4 -253 21 112 199 286 -332 -490 -490
5 -24 124 .185 332 493 136 50 493
6 -61 41 89 177 299 565 664 664
7 -221 -29 -27 -20 -19 -127 -149 -149
8 -75 -79 -86 -98 -126 -399 -492 -492
9 -157 -104 -97 -104 -118 -204 -231 -231
10 -184 -132 -126 -145 -168 -85 -58 -184
1 1 -16 -37 -44 -65 -87 1 24 -87
12 32 -7 -21 -41 -63 29 56 -63
13 96 52 44 52 63 104 117 117
14 235 105 70 78 91 158 182 235
15 100 66 59 79 104 116 121 121
16 66 40 39 61 94 103 108 108
17 1 135 -291 -51 1 -34 -19 41 91 135
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Fig. 4.4-2 Plasma current density before thermal quench under VDE/F-UII
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Fig. 4.4-3 Plasma current density just after thermal quench under VDE/F-UII
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Fig. 4.4-5 Plasma current density at 24 ms during current quench under VDE/F-UIII
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Fig. 4.4-6 Plasma position Rp under VDE/F-UIII (Starting current quench is 528 ins)
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Fig. 4.4-7 Plasma position Zp under VDE/F-UHII (Starting cturent quench is 528 Mns)

Fig. 4.4-8 Magnetic field due to eddy current at the end of current quench under ID/-UI
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Fig. 4.4-9 Eddy current in module #5 at the end of current quench under VDE/F-UIII
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Fig. 4.4-10 EM force in modules at the end of current quench under VDEIF-UTII
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Fig. 4.4-13 Moment Mr on modules under VDE/F-UIII
(Startinig current quench is shown as 0 ins)
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Fig. 4.4-14 Moment Mp on modules under VDE/F-UII
(Starting current quench is shown as 0 ins)
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Fig. 4.4-15 Maximum moment on modules under VDE/F-UII

4.5 Conclusions

The EM analyses for centered disruption II (CDII), fast downward VDE III (VDE/F-DIII), and fast
upward VDE I (VDE/F-UIII) are conducted for all blankets in the poloidal cross section. The shield
blocks are modeled by solid elements in order to consider the slit effect on the eddy current flow in the
blanket structures. The coolin tubes in the sbield blocks are modeled by equivalent material properties.

In order to confirm the validity of equivalent material properties, the analysis for a precise solid model
of module #5 are performed under the CDII. The cool'n tubes and slits are precisely modeled including
first walls. The upper and lower blankets and VV walls are also included to consider the shielding effect
of these structures. The analysis of the precise model shows the good agreement with the analysis results
of equivalent property model, resulting in confirminig the validity of the equivalent model.

The eddy current and EM force have been calculated under the disruption. The maximum loads on the
moduleare summarized in Table 4.5-1. Tfhe maximum moment around radial axis (Mr)is -1.36 MNm
under the VDE/F-UTI, and that around vertical axis (Mp) is 1.47 MNm under VDEF-DIII.

Table 4.5-1 Maximum EM loads on the shield block _____

________ Max.moment Time after current quench [Module No.
CDI1 MT(ABz) -1.059 MNm J16.5 ins 3

Mp(ABr) j1.119 MNm j16.5 ms 5

Mp(ABr) 1.469MNNm 27 msI
VDE/F-DTII MrABz) -0.968 MNm 24 ms 1

___________ MpABr) 0.664 MNm 27 ms 6_____
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5. Design and Structural Analysis on First Wall and Shield Block Attachments

5.1 First wall supporting beam

5.1.1 Supporting beam for separable first wall

A shielding blanket concept with separable first wall (FW) panels shown in Fig.5. 1-1 has been
proposed for ITER-FEAT. In this section, the FW attachment concepts with a supporting beam
extruded from the back of the FW panel have been investigated taking into account withstanding
against electromagnetic (EM) forces. The FW attachment structure design with a bull welding
(full penetration) at the back of the shield block has been proposed. Simplified stress calculations
for the welded joint have been perform-ed tooptimize the joint size. In addition,a basic layout of
the welded FW attachment at the rear side of the module has been developed.

TOP VIEW 60 BACK VIEW ITLLT

5.1.2 Basic design ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W BOC

The basic designAfo t Watcmnopiniecruatyewlngndaerckye
weldig forthe btt wln atahmn aeshw0iFiR5O12N Bt oton av Isu

stu srucurs. eig of1- thielspring bea mothe wishe abl e erforedroainid

The bastrctue.ig omringo ithmet cpicularciclatp welding opiodh racetrack gpo

seems better from the viewpoints of saving the space at the rear side of the module. Therefore, the
racetrack welding option is mainly investigated here. Optimizations of the welding thickness and
the supporting beam dimensions have been performned for 2 cases: i) radial length of the supporting
beam = 180mm, ii) radial length of the supporting beam 292mm
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FW panel F ae

Stub for butt welding

~ooling pipe ioling pipe

ircular Type ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Rcetrack Type

Fig. 5.1-2 Welding shapes of FW supporting beam

5.1.3 EM loads and calculation method

In this study, optimization of the welding thickness has been perforned taking the EM loads under
slow VDE and the fast VDE conditions into account. Estimated EM loads on the FW panel and
the supporting beam are summarized in Table 5.1-1 [8]. EM Loads due to the slow VDE with
halo current are severer for the design of the welded joint than that due to the fast VDE.
Simplified stress calculation is performed as shown in Fig.5. 1-3. Stresses on the welded joints due
to the radial moment (Mr), poloidal moment (Mp), toroidal moment (Mt) and poloidal force (Fp)
are calculated and compared with the allowable stress limit.

Table 5.1-1 EM loads on FW` panic

Fast VDE Slow VDE with Halo Current

Mp due to ABr Mr due to ABp Mt/Fr due to I hal Fp due to hdo

EM
Load
Pattern

Moment around Moment around Moment around
poloidal axis radial axis toloidal axis

L=0.18m Mp=5.6 kNm Mr=-7.6 kNm Mt--28.5 kNm Fp=56O kN/m
Fr=78kN

L'=0.29 m Mp=5.6 kNm Mr--9.1 kNm Mt=-28.5 kNm Fp=560 kN/m
Frr=78 kN
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Stress Calculation Deomto AloalQ'oloidalrection Srs Ma

Welding JointBending Stress
due to Mp

__________Smz=125 Mfta

~Shear Stress a 5 0

Mr ~~~~~~~~~due to Mr

MP h rZ

Bending Stress Joint
due tojMt Effectiveness

W ~~~~~~~f welded
M PWsupporting beamn b0 n0 7pMt/Z oit 08

Notes ~~~~~~~due to Pp V

1w:~ inat a mnoment of weld joint

Zs:coefficient of seci fo beam ~=
Zp : polar modulus of section

Fig. 5.1-3 Stress calculations for FW supporting beam

The, allowable stress intensity, Sm, for SS31l6LN is 47MPa at 150 0C. The joint efficiency
coefficient of 0.85 .is applied to the buff welding with full penetration [9]. Therefore, the allowable
stress intensity, Sm, for welded joint is assumed as 125 MWa (=147*0.85) here. Based on this, the
structural design criteria for the primary membrane + bending stress of 1.8 Sm = 225 MPa (load
category III [2]) is applied in the stress evaluations here.

5.1.4 Calculation results

5.1.4.1 Slow VDE case

5.1.4.1.1 Racetrack welding option

The maximum bending stresses in the welded joint as a function of welding thickness are shown in
Fig. 5.1-4 (with 180 mm long supporting beam) and Fig. 5.1-5 (with 292 mm long supporting
beam). In this calculation it is assumed that the EM loads are supported only by the weld at the
beam end opposite to the FW panel. In addition, the severest constraint condition for the stress of
the weld is assumed such that the poloidal movement of the supporting beam is free. As seen
from Fig.5. 1-4, the welding thickness over 25 mm is needed to satisfy the allowable stress for 180
mm long supporting beam. On the other hand, 30-35 mm thick is needed for 292 mm long
supporting beam, see Fig.5. 1-5. Considering the actual welding procedure, the required welding
thickness for the latter (30-3 5 mm) is too thick to weld. The welding thickness should be reduced
by adding another support structures, e.g., keys. Figure 5.1-6 shows the stresses on the welded
joint in case the poloidal movement of the supporting beam is restrained, e.g., by touching the inner
surface of the hole provided through the shield block to insert the supporting beam. In case the
poloidal movement of the supporting beam is limited to be less than 0.3 mm, the welding thickness
can be reduced to around 15 mm. Configurations of the FW support for the racetrack welding
option are shown in Fig. 5.1-7 (180 mm long supporting beam) and Fig. 5.1-8 (292 mm long
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supporting beam with additional keys at the root of the beam). As shown in Fig. 5.1-7, the
minimum cross section of the supporting beam is expected to be around 11 0 mm x 165 mm for the
180 mm long beam. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 5.1-8, the minimum cross section is
reduced to be around 90 mm x 145 mm for the 292 mm long beam. In the latter case, the poloidal
movement of the supporting beam is restrained by two keys, which are installed on both toroidal
surfaces of the supporting beam.

10000 . *.......-~

.......... .... ......-......* --.- StressduetoMt,(MPa)

a- -- ~~~~~~~~~Stress due to Fp, (M Pa)

£ ~~~~Allowable Stress
a ~ ~~~~~. ....... .......

a1000 ..........

.. . ..... .. . .

0
U,

100 25~
CO - ~Allowable stress for welded joint,::.:::::

0 ) .. ..... .4 .. ... ..... ... .... .... ... . . ... ... . . ...
.. . . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. ... C . . . . . . .

I 0 M..

0 5 1 5 25 30 3
Welding Thickness, t (mm)

Fig. 5.1-4 Stress on the welded joint of FW supporting beam
(slow VDE loads, racetrack welding, beam length 180 mm)
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Fi.5.1-8 FW supporting beam (racetrack welding, beam length 292 mm)
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5.1.4.1.2 Circular welding option

The maximum bending stress in the circular welded joint are summarized in Fig. 5. 1-9 as a function
of welding thickness. In this calculation, it is also assumed that the EM loads are supported only
by the weld at the beam root. As the results, the welding thickness of 20 mm and 25 mm are
necessary in order to satisfy the allowable stress limit for the beam length of 180 mm and 292mm,
respectively. Figure 5.1-10 shows the stresses on the welded joint in case the poloidal movement
of the supporting beam is restrained. If the poloidal movement of the supporting beam is limited
less than 0.3 mm, the welding thickness can be reduced to around 15 mm. Configurations of the
FW support for the circular welding option are shown in Fig. 5.1-11 (180 mm long beam) and
Fig.5. 1-12 (292 mm long beam with additional support keys at the beam root). The diameters of
the circular supporting beams are limited to be 151 mm and 135 mm or less in terms of the allowed
space within the shield block for the former and the latter, respectively.

l0000-iirIg
--- Stress due to Mt (L=l 8Omnm)
* 0-, Stress due to Fp (L =18Omm)

-Total Stress (L=1 80 MM)
Stress due to Mt (L=292mm)
Stress due to Fp (L=292mm)

D. 1000 ----- l. ...... ....... Total Stress (L=292mm)
-*Allowable Stress (MPa)

'0

100 0

8.25~
a.~ ~ Alwbesresfrwle on

Fig AllowableStress forth welded jointF suprigba

(slow VDE loads, circular welding, beam length 292 mm)
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1000
...........- Poloid..Deformaion...05m

--- Poloidal Deformation = 0.3mmm
............. J- Poloidal Deformation = 0.2mm

--- Allowable Stress (MPa)I

*'500 .

IL

Allowable stress for welded joint

0 5 10 15 20

Welding ThickneSS, t (M)

Fig. 5.1-10 Stress on the welded joint of FW supporting beam
(slow VDE loads, circular welding, beam length 292 mm, poloidally restrained)

SI 180

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~2

0~~~~~~

0~ ~~~ 

0~~~~~~~

0 --~~~~~ 

0~~~~~~~~~~2

a 0~

Fig. 5.1-11 FW supporting beam (circular welding, beam length 180 mm)
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81 292

0~ ~~~~~~~~~~7 -

0~~~~~~~

0~~~~~~C 

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~0z

'135

Fig. 5.1-12 FW supporting beam (circular welding, beam length 292 mm)

5.1.4.2 Fast VDE case

With the fast VDE load conditions shown in Table 5.1-1, a similar stress calculation for the
racetrack welding option is performed. In this calculation the equivalent stress, 0 eq, is calculated
by the following formula:

Geq (& 3r 2 ) /2

where cy is the bending stress due to the poloidal moment (Mp) andT- is the shearing stress due to
the radial moment (Mr).

The calculation results are shown in Figs.5. 1-13 and -14. As a result, the welding
thickness of around 10 mm seems to be enough to withstand against the fast VDE loads.
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5.1.5 Basic layout of FW supporting beams

Figure 5.1-15 shows a horizontal cross-section of the inboard mid-plane module (toroidal half
without FW panels). The basic layout of the supporting beams (racetrack welding option, 180 mm
beam length, two beams for the half module) is also included in this figure. The branch pipe,
which connects the coolant paths of adjacent FW panels, should be slightly bent in order to avoid
the interference with the external manifold and maintain the stub thickness in the shield block.
Fig. 1-16 shows the basic layout for the longer supporting beams (racetrack welding option, 292
mm beam length with key structures). In this case, the branch pipe cannot be connected toroidally
in the same plane between the two supporting beams. Therefore, as shown in Fig..1-17, some
detours are needed to connect the branch pipes. Though the routing of the branch pipes seems
possible, detailed arrangement of the pipes should be studied including the modification of the
cooling paths in the shield block.

Fig. 5.1-15 Cross-section of inboard mid-plane module
(toroidal half of the module, FW supporting beam length 180 mm)
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Welding positlo

Radial Length of- the FW Leg:22r

Fig. 5.1-16 Cross-section of inboard mid-plane module
(toroidal half of the module, EW supporting beam length 292 mm)

Stright Branch Pipe~ Bent Branch Pipe
(to avoid itreec ihtemnfl n

S rh boao~~~e t t 18S>¼

Supporing beam length 292 mm

Fig. 5.1-17 Piping layout at the back of shield block
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5.1.6 Conclusions

For the FW panel with a supporting beam from the back, a preliminary study for the welding
attachment (racetrack welding option and circular welding option) has been perfonned. Following
results are obtained for the racetrack welding option.

1) In the case of 180 mm long supporting beam, 25 mm thick welding will1 be needed if the poloidal
movement are not constrained. For the 292 mm long supporting beam, 30-35mmn thick welding
willI be needed.

2) In order to reduce the welding thickness, it is effective to add the key structure at the FW panel
side and restrain the poloidal movement of the supporting beam. If the poloidal movement is
limited to 0.3 mm, the welding thickness can be reduced to be around 15 mm for the longer
supporting beam (2-92 mm).

3) For the longer supporting beam concept, the basic layout of the branch pipes at the back of the
shield was studied. The routing of the branch pipes without the interference with the external
manifold, slits, and flexible cartridges to fix the module to the vacuum vessel will be basically
possible by some detours.

5.2 Strength evaluation of shield block region attached by flexible cartridge

5.2.1 EM pushing force

Due to the EM poloidal moment during plasma disruption, one side (either right or left) of the
blanket module is pushed to the vacuum vessel via flexible cartridge as schemnatized in Fig. 5.2-1,
a). In other words, the module back is pushed by the flexible cartridge. The area of the module
back touched by the flexible cartridge is an annulus of 48 mm in inner diameter and 130 mm in
outer diameter as shown in Fig. 5.2-1, b). As also shown in this figure, the area between the
diameters 80 mm and 130 mm partly overlaps the region of the radial coolant channels. The
minimum SS thickness of the module at the coolant channels is 30 mm.

For estimating the strength of the module (shield block) against the pushing force by the flexible
cartridge, especially at the coolant channels, a calculation model shown in Fig. 5.2-1, c), i.e., a
circular plate of 30 mm thickness with a circular hole at the center (uniformly distributed load,
inner edge fixed, outer edge free), is used here. Since coolant channels occupy only a part of the
annular region, this calculation model is very conservative.

Assumptions and calculation conditions are as follows:
1) The flexible cartridge is rigid.
2) Outer radius of the annular plate: a =65 mm
3) Inner radius of the annular plate: b =40 mm
4) Thickness of the annular plate: h = 30 mm
5) Total pushing force: 550 kN (=0.55 MN)

therefore, the distributed load: p = 0.55 / {r (0. 132 - 0.048 2) / 4} = 48 MPa

The maximum stress, which is at the inner edge in this case, is given by the following formnula [10]:

0 max = k p a 2!h 2

where k is a coefficient calculated as a fction of the ratio a/b and loading and constraint
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conditions. For a/b of 1.6 (=65/40) and above loading and constraint conditions, the value of k is
about 0.6 [10]. Therefore,

Omax = 0.6 x 48 x 0.0652/ 0.032 = 135 MPa

Since the stress intensity, Sm, of SS31 6L(N)-IG is 137 MPa (200 0C) [11], above stress is lower
than the allowable stress, i.e., 1.5 Sm = 205 MIPa.

5.2.2 EM pulling force

During plasma disruption, one side (either left or right) of the blanket module is pulled toward
plasma as schemnatized in Fig. 5.2-2, a). This puling force is concentrated around the bolt thread.
For estimating the strength of the module (shield block) around the bolt thread against the pulling
force, a calculation model shown in Fig. 5.2-2, c) is used. The model is an annular plate with
concentrated oa ong teinner edge and constraint condiions of inner edge fre and outer edg
simply supported. The inner and outer diameters of the annular plate are 45 mm and 80 mm,
respectively, and the plate thickness is 47.5 mm based on the dimensions indicated in Fig. 5.2-2, a)
and b).

Assumptions and calculation conditions are summarized as follows:
1) The shield block and the bolt are firmly and uniformly connected at the thread.
2) Outer radius of the annular plate: a =40 mm
3) Inner radius of the annular plate: b 22.5 mm
4) Thickness of the annular plate: h = 47.5 mm
5) Pulling force: P = 550 kN (0.5 5 NM)

The maximum stress, which is at the inner edge in this case, is given by the following formula [1 0]:

Gmax = k P / h2

The coefficient k calculated for a/b of 1.8 (=40/22.5) and above loading and constraint conditions is
about 1.4 [9]. Therefore,

(max = 1.4 x 0.55 / 0.04752 = 341 MIPa

This stress exceeds the allowable stress of S53 16L(N)-JG, i.e., 1.5 S = 205 Mwa (200 0C), while
the bolt of Inconel 718 has sufficient strength. Though detail analysis would be needed, it can be
preliminary concluded from the above calculation that the internal thread of the shield block could
not withstand against the EM pulling force, then to reduce the stress to be lower than the allowable
value, the thread length longer than 61.3 mm would be needed.
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Fig. 5.2-2 Calculation model for strength evaluation of the shield
block back region against EM pulling force
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6. Design of Water-to-Water Leak Detection System for Integrated Cooling Manifold Concept

6.1 Background

The ITER engineering design activity (EDA) has successfully been terminated by editorial
completion of the final design report (FDR) on the ITER-FEAT with many fruitful results.
During the design of the ITER-FEAT, an optional design on the vacuum vessel (VV) was
proposed for cost reductions, where a back plate for blanket modules was eliminated and the
blanket modules were supported directly by the VV. In addition, an integrated cooling
manifold concept was subsequently presented, where the blanket water cooling channels were
recessed in the VV inner wall [12]. This means that the blanket cooling channels are
integrated into the VY ones, although both the channels are structurally independent because
of their different flow parameters. The most important consequence resulting from the
integrated cooling manifold concept is the possibility of contamination (above acceptable
levels) of the activated corrosion product (ACP) of the VV cooling loop by blanket cooling
water. In this case, a water leak from a higher-pressure side (blanket) to a lower-pressure
side (VV) is labeled as "water-to-water leak", in which the accidental water leak has to be
detected within a reasonable time response and with sufficient sensitivity.

Since the ACP concentration of the blanket channel is 100 times higher than that of the VV
channel, the maximum allowable water-to-water leak rate from the blanket channel to the VV
one has been tentatively set at 8.68x 10-6 M3/S[13]. The ACP monitoring of the VYchannel
is not practical for the water-to-water leak detection, because in the early stage of the ITER
operations, both the ACP concentrations of the blanket and VV channels will be far below the
expectant levels. Based on the above background, we have assessed a tracer method as an
ITER design task, in which some water soluble material is added periodically or semni-
continuously to the blanket cooling channels as a tracer. When the accidental water-to-water
leak occurs, the blanket dissolved tracer is leaked into the VV cooling channels and the VV
leaked tracer is detected by a suitable method.

In this section, applicability of four candidate tracer materials, i.e. Na-24, heavy water and
inert gases (He, Kr), for the ITER conditions is evaluated in view of detectable sensitivity of
the water leakage and impact on ITER components. From the evaluation, the most suitable
tracer is selected among them, and the water-to-water leak detection system by using the
selected tracer is conceptually designed.

6.2 Design requirements

Major requirements were supplied by the ITER Joint Central Team (JCT).

6.2.1 Candidate tracer materials

1) Radioactive isotope: Na-24
2) Heavy water: D 20

3) Inert gas: He
4) Inert gas: Kr

6.2.2 Target leak rate and sampling duration
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Leak rate: >8.68 x 10-6 M3/SeC
Sampling duration: < 30 min

6.2.3 Cooling water conditions

1) Vacuum vessel
Inlet temperature: 120.± 10 C
Inlet pressure: 1.6:± 0.2 MPa
Flow rate: 950 kg/sec

2) Shielding blanket
Inlet temperature: 100 ±5/- 10 C
Inlet pressure: 2.8 ± 0.2 MPa
Flow rate: 1043 kg/sec

6.2.4 Other conditions

1) Tracer materials are introduced into the water cooling circuit of the shielding blanket
due to its higher inlet pressure.

2) A water flow velocity of the vacuum vessel is 0.04 rn/sec.
3) The Maximum distance from a water leakage to a detector is <50 mn.

6.3 Evaluation of lower detectable limit

6.3.1 Na-24

1) Assumption
a) An increase rate of the gamma-ray in the cooling circuit of the vacuum vessel is 

Bq/sec for the minimum target leak rate of 8.68x10-6 m 3/sec.
b) Na-24 is uniformly distributed in the water at a sampling point.
c) An overall measurement time required for detecting the gamma-ray using the Ge

detector is 1000 seconds ( 17 min).

2) A radioactive concentration of the gamma-ray due to Na-24 in the cooling water of the
shielding blanket

1 Bq/sec/(8.68x10-6 M3/sec) = 1.1l5x10 5 Bq/M3.

3) An increase of the gamma-ray concentration in the vacuum vessel cooling water
An increase of the gamma-ray concentration due to the water leakage of 8.68x1l0-6

M3/sec from the shielding blanket cooling circuit to the vacuum vessel cooling circuit is
estimated as 1. 05 x 103 Bq/kg,

where l.1l5x10 5 Bq/m3 x8.68xl10 6 M3 /sec 1(950 kg/s) = 1.05xlO-3 Bq/kg.

4) Sensitivity of the gamma-ray detector
A lower detectable imnit of the radioactivity method using the Ge detector for

measuring radioactivity is, in general, about 5 Bq/kg at a water sample weight of 1 kg
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and the overall measurement time of 1000 sec. Considering this actual sensitivity, it
can be concluded that the minimum target leak rate of 8.68x 10-6 m 3/sec is not detectable,
because the concentration of 1 .05x1 O3 Bq/kg at the target leak rate is far below the
detectable limit of 5 Bq/kg.

5) Influence of natural Na-23 in the water on detection of Na-24
A small amount of the natural Na-23 exists in the vacuum vessel water as an

impurity, and a decay of Na-23 to Na-24 by the n-y reaction will cause increase in the
background gamma ray. Therefore, the Na-23 concentration in the vessel water has to
be controlled so as to keep the level of the gamma ray less than 1.05xI0- 3 Bq/kg. At
present, it is too difficult technically to reduce the Na-23 decayed gamma ray within the
value mentioned.

6.3.2 D 20

1) Assumption
a) D2 0 is used as the cooling water of the shielding blanket.
b) Light water is used as the cooling water of the vacuum vessel.
c) A natural background concentration of D 20 in the light water is 0. 015 wt%/ [ 14].

d) A density of D 2 0 is 1. 107x 103 kg/rn3 .
e) D 20 is uniformly distributed at a sampling point.

2) Concentration of D 2 0 in the vacuum vessel water channel
An increase in concentration of D 2 0 in the vessel water by the minimum target leak

rate is estimated as 1 0.1I ppm,
where 8.68xI10 6 m 3/S xl.107xl03 kg/in 3 1(950 kg/s) 1.01 x iO-5 (10.1 ppm).

3) Sensitivity of a Mass Spectrometer (MS) for D 20

While a ppm. level of D 2 0 is detectable with the MS a molecular exchange reaction
between the heavy and light water molecules will be occurred in the ionizer of the MS.
Therefore, a lower detectable limit of the MS for D 20 is estimated as, in a practical use,
roughly 100 ppm.

6) Influence of the background D 20

A natural background concentration of D 2 0 in the vessel water is calculated as about
150 ppm,

where 950 kg/s x 0.015x10-2 / 950 kg/s = .5xI10 4 (150 ppm).
The natural background D 2 0 of 150 ppmn is much larger than the increase in D2 0 by

leaks of10.1 ppm. Hence, the minimum target leak rate of 8.68x10 6 M3/sec cannot be
detected by using the D 2 0 tracer.

6.3.3 He

1) Assumption
a) A gaseous He is dissolved in the blanket water, and the solubility of He depends on
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temperature and pressure of the water.
b) The solute He in the water is uniformly distributed at the sampling point.

2) Solubility of He
The solubility of He in the water for the temperature range from 0 C to 77 C can be

estimated by the following formula [ 14];
In(S) = A + B / (TI 100) + C x ln(T/100),

where S: molar fraction (solubility)
T temperature (K)
A Specific constant for He, -41.4611
B Specific constant for He, 42.5962
C Specific constant for He, 14.0094

If the above formula is applicable at the temperature of 100 C, the solubility of He
is 9.17xl10 6 (.14xl0- 5 M3/kg) under an atmospheric pressure. The Solubility is
directly proportional to the pressure, so that the solubility of He at the pressure of 2.8
MWa is 2.57x i 0-4 (3. 1 9x iO0-4 m 3/kg).

3) Leakage of the solute He into the vessel water
An increase in concentration of the solute He into the vessel water by the minimum
target leak rate of 8.68xl0- 6 M3/Sec s 2.9xl0-9 M3/kg,

where 8.68x10- 6 m 3/SeC X X10 3 kg/rn 3 x 3.19 x1O- 4 m3/kg / 950 kg/sec
= 2.9x 10-9 m 3/kg

4) Sensitivity of a He detector
A lower detectable concentration of the solute He by using a gas chromatography

mass spectrometer (GC-MS) system is, in general, 0. 1 ppm with a retention time of few
minutes. In this case, the He concentration to be required for detecting the minimum
target leak rate by using the GC-MS system is 29 ppm as below,

2.9x10-9 M3/kg / (10-1XIO- 3 m3/kg) 2.9xl0-5 (29 ppm),
at a condition, where the solute He in sampled water is extracted by an N2 gas at 0.1I
times the volume of the sampled water. This level of concentration can be detected by
the GC-MS system.

5) Influence of background He
At the beginning of plasma operation, no amount of He solved in the vessel water

exists. During the D-T operation, the 14 MeV neutrons produce some amount of He
due to a reaction of neutrons with Oxygen in the water. Therefore, the background
level of He rises with increasing the D-T operation time.

6.3.4 Kr

1) Assumption
a) A gaseous Kr is dissolved in the blanket water, and the solubility of Kr depends on

temperature and pressure of the water.
b) The solute Kr in the water is uniformly distributed at the sampling point.

2) Solubility of Kr
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The solubility of Kr at 2.8 MPa and 100 C is estimated to be 6.27xl10 4 (7.81X10-4

M3/kg).

3) Leakage of solute Kr into the vessel water
An increase in concentration of the solute Kr into the vessel water by the minimum

target leak rate of 8.68x10-6 m 3 /sec is TWlxO M3/kg,
where 8.68x 10-6 M3/sec x x 1 03 kg/rn 3 x 7.8 l xlO -4 M3/kg / 950 kg/sec

= 7.1 x O-9 M3/kg.

4) Sensitivity of a Kr detector
A lower detectable concentration of the solute Kr by using the GC-MS system is 0.1I

ppm with a retention time of few minutes. In this case, the Kr concentration to be
required for detecting the minimumn target leak rate by using the GC-MS system is 71
ppm as below,

7. 1x 10-9 m3/kg / (o- 'xlO -3 M3/kg) 7.l1xO -5 (71 ppm),
at a condition, where the solute He in sampled water is extracted by a He gas at 0.1I
times the volume of the sampled water. This level of concentration can be detected by
the GC-MS system.

7) Influence of background
No amount of Kr solved in the vessel water exists at the beginning of plasma

operation. The 14 MeV neutron radiation does not produce Kr during the D-T
operation, so that no influence of the background is expected.

6.4 Impact of tracer materials on components and removal of tracers

6.4.1 Na-24

1) Impact on components
Na-24 is injected into water by the form of NaOH. Relation between concentration

of NaOH and pH-index is summarized below.
Concentration of NaOH pH

10 ppb 8.4
100 ppb 9.4
1 ppm 10.4
10 ppm 11.4

Since SS31 6LN-IG is used as the main structural material in the ITER, the influence
of corrosion on SS316LN-IG will be not negligible over ppm of NaOH. However, at
the minimum target leak rate, presumable concentration of Na-24 in the blanket water is
10o9 ppm, so this level of the concentration has no effect on corrosion.

2) Removal of Na tracer
The Na-24 tracer can be removed from the vessel water by using the cation-exchange

resin.

6.4.2 D 20
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1) Impact on components
Since it is no difference in chemical property between the heavy and light water, so

there is no corrosion effect on the components.

2) Removal of D 20
D 20 can be separated from the light water by condensing the vessel water with

distillation, while a removal cost for D2 0 will be rather higher than those for Na-24, He
and Kr.

6.4.3 He

1) Impact on components
Since He is an inert gas, there is no corrosion effect on components. In case of an

irregular change of the water pressure and temperature, the solubility of He gas will also
change, and formation of He bubbles in the cooling circuit will be concerned at
hydrodynamics of the cooling water.

2) Removal of He
The He tracer in the vessel water can be removed by a gas diffusion method under

conditions of a high temperature and an atmospheric pressure.

6.4.4 Kr

1) Impact on components
Since Kr is an inert gas, there is no corrosion effect on components. In case of an

irregular change of the water pressure and temperature, the solubility of Kr gas will also
change, and formation of Kr bubbles in the cooling circuit will be concerned at
hydrodynamics of the cooling water.

2) Removal of Kr
The Kr tracer in the vessel water can be removed by a gas diffusion method under

conditions of a high temperature and an atmospheric pressure.

6.5 Assessment of candidate tracer materials

1) In case of the Na-24 tracer, the minimumn target leak rate of 8.68x10-6 M3/sec from the
blanket cooling water circuit cannot be detected by the existing Ge detector due to its
poor sensitivity. Besides, it is technically difficult that an increase in concentration of
the gamma ray caused by decay of the background Na-23, has to be suppressed below
the increase in concentration of the gamma ray due to the Na-24 tracer.

2) As for the D 20 tracer, the minimum target leak rate of 8.68xl10-6 M3/sec is not
detectable by using the MS, because a molecular exchange reaction between the heavy
water and light water in the MS itself reduces the detectable sensitivity for D2 0.
Natural existence of D 2 0 in the vessel water affect the sensitivity of detector, and the
ratio of amount of heavy water in the vessel water to the one in the blanket water is
about 10. Besides, the increase in concentration of D 2 0 by the minimum target leak
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rate is one order smaller than that of the natural D 20 in the vessel water, hence, the
minimum target leak rate is not detectable.

3) As for the He tracer, if the concentration of background He produced by a neutron
radiation in the vessel water can be reduced below the concentration of He by the
minimum target leak rate from the blanket water, the water leakage will be detected by
the GC-MS system. The minimum lower limit of the GC-MS system is about 0.1 ppm
for He.

4) As for the Kr tracer, since no background of Kr exists in the vessel water, the water
leakage from the blanket water can be detected by a combination of the gas diffusion
system and GC-MS system.

5) Each tracer material will have no serious corrosion effect on the components at the
minimum target leak rate.

6) The tracer materials can be removed or separated from the vessel water, for instance, the
cation-exchange resin for Na-24, a gas diffuision method for He and Kr gas and a
distillation method for D 20. The distillation method will be the most expensive
among them.

The evaluation of four candidate tracer materials is summarized in Table 6.5-1. In this
preliminary study, the Kr gas is the most preferable tracer material among four materials.

_____________Table 6.5-1 Assessment of tracer materials. ________

Na-24 D 20 He gas Kr gas

x A 0 0
Low detectability Moderate if

Sensitivity ~~~exchange reaction Detectable Detectable
Sensitivity ~in the MS is

suppressed.

A x A 0
Moderate if Issue on natural Moderate if

Background reduction of Na- existence removal of He No issue
23 is possible in generated is
the water _________possible

o 0 0 0
Impact on No issue No issue No issue No issue
components

0 A 0 0
Removal of Cation-exchange Gas distillation Gas diffusion Gas diffusion
tracer resin method method is high method method

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ o s t._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Assessment X X A 0
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6.6 Conceptual design of water-to-water leak detection system using Kr tracer

The water-to-water leak detection system proposed is mainly composed of a sampling system,
diffusion column and MS-GC detector. In particular, the gas diffusion column is used for
separation of gas dissolved in a fluid from the fluid to improve the sensitivity of the detection
by the GC-MS analyzer. The diffusion column is generally used in the chemical plant and
for measurement of the hydrogen content in the water in the power plant. A key parameter
was the diffusion efficiency of Kr in diffusion column because it directly affects on sensitivity
of Kr detection system, so the diffusion efficiency of Kr was determined by experiment.

6.6.1 Experiment on diffusion efficiency of Kr by diffusion column

Using experimental configuration shown in Fig. 6.6. 1- 1, the efficiency of transfer from liquid
phase to gas phase for the Kr dissolved in the water has been investigated by using MS-GC
analyzer (GC-MS-QPI1000 of Shimadzu). Major experimental condition is shown in Table
6.6.1-1. Correlation between the diffusion efficiency and purge gas rate is indicated in Table
6.6.1-2. The ratio of liquid to gas rate (the ratio L/G) was varied. Table 6.6.1-3 indicates
the dependency of the diffusion efficiency on the ratio L/G.

Table 6.6.1-1 Ex erimental condition.
Item Condition
Dimension of diffusion column * 30 mm x H 1000 mm
Material of diffusion column Plastic
Regzion filled with packing materials 850 mm in axial direction
Packing material SUS ( 6 mm x L 6 mm)
Packing factor about 20 vol %
Purge gas species Helium

Table 6.6.1-2 Correlation between diffusion effici e and urg gas rate
Purge gas rate Flow rate of L/G Kr content in Kr content in Diffusion

(m 3/S) sampled water sampled purge gas efficiency
(M 3/S) water (ppm)()

1x10-7 1.75x10-6 17.5 1000 2940 62.8 
1.83x10-7 1.63xl10 6 8.9 1000 1790 75.2
3xl0W7 1.75xl0-6 5.8 1000 1280 82.1

Table 6.6.1-3 Correlation between diffusion efiiency and L/G
Purge gas rate Flow rate of L/G Kr content in Kr content in Diffusion

(m 3/S) sampled water sampled purge gas efficiency
(m 3 /S) water (ppm) (%)

1.83x10-7 9.2xl10 7 5.0 1000 1160 86.8
1.83x10-7 1.63x10-6 8.9 1000 1790 75.2
1.83xl10 7 2.33x10-6 12.7 1000 2340 68.8
1.83x10-7 3.08x10-6 16.8 1000 2820 62.7
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-ik------------- WG -MS

Pump Packing materials
Diffusion
column

Supplier of Kr -Lqiln

d issol ved in water
* ~~~~~~~----Gas line

Flow controller

Drain of sampled water

He gas

Fig. 6.6.1-1 Experimental configuration

From the above results, the ratio of LIG will be required in the range of 5 to 5.8 to obtain the
diffusion efficiency more than 80 %. Considering a better response time, we have selected
the design parameters for the diffusion column as shown in Table 6.6.1-4.

Table 6.6.1-4 Dign parameters.
Item Condition
Height of diffusion column 0.85 n
Carrier gas species He
Flow rate of sample I.75x10-6 M3/S
Flow rate of carrier gas 3I107 M3/S
Ratio of fluid to gas 5.8
IDiffulsion efficiency for Kr gas 82 %

Based on the above parameters, amount of Kr content in the water leak of 8.68xl10-6 M3/S an
be evaluated to be 34 ppm in the carrier gas. At present, the lowest value measured in GC-
MS analyzer is 0.6 ppm, so that this content of Kr gas in the carrier gas is measurable by the
present GC-MC analyzer.

Increase of Kr in the vessel cooling water due to the leakage from the blanket cooling water
is,

7. 1 X10-6 m 3/m 3 in the case of the water leakage of 8.6 8x 10-6 m 3/s.
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The content of Kr gas dissolved in the water is,
7.lIXIO-6 M3 / m3 X 1.75xI0-6 M3/S = 1.24xl0-l 1IM3/S

and then, Kr content in the carrier gas, considering the diffusion efficiency,
(1. 24x1I0 1 ' IIM3/S x 0. 82 /3.Ox 10-7 M3/S) X 106 = 34 ppm.

To improve the diffusion efficiency, the height of the diffusion column should be increased or
the temperature should be increased.

6.6.2 Design of water-to-water leak detection system

The concept of the detection system is shown in Figs. 6.6.2-1 and 6.6.2-2. The sampling line
is connected to the vessel cooling water circuit, and the sampled water is introduced to the
detection system, which is mainly composed of the diffusion column and GC-MS analyzer.
The flow rate introduced to the detection system is controlled by flow control valve.

At first, the sampled water goes through the diffusion column, and encounters the He carrier
gas. At this moment, Kr gas dissolved in the water is transferred to the carrier gas, and the
mixture of He and Kr gases is introduced to the gas analyzer through the cooling column.
The cooling column is provided for removal of the excess water in the mixture gases.
Finally, the He-Kr mixture gas goes into the GC-MS analyzer.

The flow velocity of the sampled water is assumed to be mlsec, and a typical distance from
the leak location to the detection system is assumed to be 50 m. Diameter and sampling rate
are summarized in Table 6.6.2-1. The flow rate of the sampled water is less thanl1.67 X I0-
M3/s enough for the detection of Kr gas, so that the diameter of the sampling line will be 4
mm or less.

Gas sanpler

Flow contioler ~~~~~~~Data processing system

Diffusion
column acngGCMS

material
-Liquid line

----- Gas line

1 ~~~~~~~~~~~---- Signal flow
.. ..... A - - -- - -

~Rowcont o er Exhaust system of purge gas

Drain of
sampled water

He gas

Fig. 6.6.2-1 Conceptual design of water-to-water detection system
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Purge gas tube:- ~3

Samplig tube: 44

* ~SS packing as an example

diameter: pl-2

Dimension: mm

Drainagetubefor
sarrpling water: 8

Fig. 6.6.2-2 Concept of diffusion column

Table 6.6.2-1 Summary of sampling onditions.
Diameter of sampling line Time consuming from Flow rate of sampled water

(mm) leakage to detection (sec) (m 3/S)
2 50 3.13 X10-6

4 50 1.26 X 

6 50 2.83 X 0-i
8 50 5.03 10-5

1 ~10 150 17.85 X10-5

The Kr gas contents in the vessel water is measured discontinuously. Sampling duration of
the GC-MS is 5 minutes. Hence, the overall time delay of this system is estimated to about
30 min as shown in Table 6.6.2-2. To improve the response time of this system, porosity of
packing materials is reduced and amount of the carrier gas increases keeping the ratio of fluid
to gas.
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Table 6.6.2-2 Estimated time delay.
Item [Time delay
Sampling line fAbout I min
Diffusion column fAbout 27 min
Diffusion column to sampler [About min

6.7 Summary

1) Comparing several tracer materials for the water-to-water leak detection, Kr tracer was the
most promising material for the ITER operation conditions.

2) To measure and detect Kr dissolved in the water, the system composed of the diffusion
column and GC-MS analyzer was proposed, and typical design parameters to meet with
the ITER condition were evaluated. The water-to-water leak rate less than 8.68 x 10-6
m 3 /sec can be detected by using the proposed system.
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7. Conclusions

Design of the shielding blanket for ITER-FEAT employs the first wall of a separable structure
from the shield block for radioactive waste reduction in case of unexpected excessive damage

of the first wall and cost reduction in fabrication process. During the period of ITER EDA

extension, the Japan Home Team has performed the design and analysis of the primary
module of the shielding blanket, which has covered major critical design issues as follows:

(1) Thermo-mechanical analysis of th e separable first wall and shield block,

(2) Thermal-hydraulic analysis of the shield block,

(3) Electromagnetic analysis of the shielding blanket modules under the centered disruption

and the upward and downward vertical displacement events

(4) Design and structural analysis of the attachment of the separable first wall to the shield

block,

(5) Design of the coolant water leak detection method.

The results can be concluded as follows:

(1) Thermo-mechanical analysis

- Steady and transient analyses on the first wall strips with/without front access holes

have been carried out by 2-D model.

- Maximum temperature is found acceptable in all regions at steady state and during the
thermal cycle including plasma ramp-up, 400-sec flat top burning and ramp-down.

- Maximum stress is also shown within the allowable value.

- Three-dimensional analysis model for the shield block is generated for 1/4 block to

evaluate the thermal stress due to the nuclear heating during the normal pulsed

operation.
- The results indicate the peaking of marginal temperatures and excessive stresses at the

front side corners. Based on this result, design modification such as the beveling of

the corner edge and/or the decrease of the thickness of the header cover plate is

suggested.
(2) Thermal-hydraulic analysis

- A 3-D model is generated for 1/2 shield block with all coaxial radial channels,

poloidal/toroidal connectors and front manifolds.

- The results of flow distribution show that there are backward flows in the radial

channels because of a flow obstruction in the poloidal connector by the inner tube of the

radial channel.

- As shown in the above results, the maximum temperature of the structural material is
428 C at the top/bottom edge region of the front side.

(3) Electromagnetic analysis
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- Three-dimensional models are generated with solid elements for one detail blanket

module and a sector including blanket modules and the vacuum vessel.

- The maximum moment around radial axis (Mr) is 1.36 NMm on module #5 under the

fast upward VDE III and that around vertical axis (Mz) is 1.47 MINm on module 1

under the fast downward VDE 111.

(4) Design and structural analysis of the attachment of the separable first wall to the shield

block

- Welding attachment of the supporting beam of the first wall panel is proposed.

- To withstand the electromagnetic force, the welding thickness of 25 mm is needed in the

case of I180-mm-long supporting beam when the poloidal movement of the supporting

beam is free. For 292-mm-long supporting beam, 30- to 35-mm-thick welding is

required.

- When the poloidal movement of the supporting beam is limited to 0.3 mm at the root of

the supporting beam to the first wall, e.g. by a limited gap width between the supporting

beam and the hole wall of the shield block, the welding thickness can be reduced to be

around 15 mm for the longer supporting beam.

- Strength evaluation of the shield block region attached by the flexible connector can be

preliminary concluded that the internal thread of the shield block would need more

integrity against the electromagnetic pulling force. To reduce the stress to satisfy the

allowable value, the thread length longer than 61.3 mm would be needed.

(5) Design of the coolant water leak detection method

- For the detection of water-to-water leak in case of the integrated manifold (i.e. the leak

of blanket water to vacuum vessel water loop), four candidate tracer materials, Na-24,

heavy water, He and Kr are evaluated on the view points of the detection sensitivity of

the water leakage and the impact on IThR components.
- Each tracer material will have no serious corrosion effect on the components at the

minimum target leak rate.
- The tracer materials can be removed or separated from the vacuum vessel water, for

instance by the cation-exchange resin for Na-24, a gas diffusion method for H~e and Kr

gas and a distillation method for D 20.

- Among the candidates, Kr would be most appropriate as the tracer since no background

of Kr exists in the vacuum vessel water. The blanket water leakage into the vacuum

vessel water can be detected by a combination of the gas diffusion system and GC-MS

system.

It should be noted that the design of the shielding blanket of ITER-FEAT has been

investigated in more detail and improved based on above results before its finalization.
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